There were 9 WINNING IDEAS, deemed to be BIG, bring value to society, feasible to happen by the right team and talent, pitched by 24 undergraduate teams at the

2015 Big iDeas Pitch Contest on Fri, Oct 30:

Barhop by Brandon McFarland
Campus Concierge by Tristan Sandor, Alejandro Roman, Brian McCarthy
Crowd Surfers by Christopher Alfano, Lindsay Anderson
Fiddler by Jonah Kirby, Cameron Buller, Alec Siems, Brendan Celli, Luke Oglesbee
Mexican Bingo by Roberto Hernandez and Tatiana Martinez
MOTUS by Sasha Mohammad
MustanGo by Yuzhe Huang, Shiqi Guo, Yangdong Zhang, Abe Prawiromaruto, Harvey Hauw
N-Case by Tor Lundstrom and Arthur Work
Bootstrappers by Jason Waller

These students now have $1000 and 3 months to make their ideas happen!!! and then show the SMU community what they’ve done at the

Big iDeas Demo Day Fair on Fri, Jan 29
Expressway Tower Lobby, 12-1:30 pm

Where you’ll meet the WINNERS in person and see their IDEAS in ACTION